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Abstract: Based on a selection of examples from the sculptural art of Andhra, the paper discusses what possibly motivated the inclusion of motifs and stylistic elements from the ancient Mediterranean into the Buddhist art of the region. While in some cases such adaptations may have been driven by the need to find suitable solutions for the depiction of critical events or by the fact that a foreign motif tied in perfectly with already existing concepts, and thus, reinforced the message to be conveyed, in other cases no such reasons can be detected. Artists seem to have used foreign image types and stylistic variations deliberately to show their supreme craftsmanship or to add aesthetic sophistication to the image programme. The artists of Andhra, therefore, can by no means be regarded as epigones slavishly adhering to the examples set by the Mediterranean; the region—which is the place where narratives later spreading over large parts of Asia and Europe were first depicted—rather has to be regarded as on par with the classical cultures of Greece and Rome in terms of artistic versatility and creativity.
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1. Pictorial Motifs from the West in the Reliefs of Andhra

What causes pictorial elements from one culture to suddenly appear in a far-off location? The question is a valid one. The similarities between the forms are often very distinctive; so much so in fact that we can rule out any possibility that the forms developed independently of one another. In Stilfragen [Problems of Style], published in 1893 (Riegl 1893), Alois Riegl (Iversen 1993) presented the journey of the “palmette frieze” (anthemion), an ornament traveling through remote areas and varying time periods across Babylon, Egypt, the Mediterranean, and the Persian world. The same ornament appears on the drums of several Aśokan pillars. To say that this iteration of the ornament developed independently and originated in India would exclude India from the process for which the anthemion serves as a visual representative: an intense cultural exchange that took place in antiquity, wherein aspects of style, art, and aesthetics were passed across cultural borders. In his well-known book on ornaments, Gombrich (1979) formulated the psychological rules leading to the continuous adoption of motifs instead of inventing new ones. He wrote of the “power of inertia” and the “force of habit”.

In comparison with the art of the other regions in the period of antiquity, the art of India developed late. Even if we presume art objects were made in perishable materials, the general statement appears to be valid that the spiritual genius of the vedic culture loomed over the creation of a record of the religion through illustration and through writing down the texts. Art in stone, which could survive the ages, first appears along with religions denying the authority of the veda. A need to illustrate
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their religious beliefs led the artists to adopt the foreign pictorial formulas, seemingly without paying attention to the original meaning of these pictorial elements. The comparable representations of Zeus kidnapping Ganymede and Gandharan representations of Garuḍa kidnapping nāgas are well-known (see e.g., Stoye 2008). Here, a foreign form was used to illustrate a pan-Indian myth that was itself already ancient.

In Gandhara, Buddhist art was based on Western aesthetics, which had been familiar in the area for generations (see e.g., Stone 2008a). The need to create illustrations for the narratives led to adaptations of many motifs from the Mediterranean World. These foreign formulae were often ready-made; instead of creating appropriate iconography for the events to be illustrated, the artists simply adopted those that were already in existence. For us, such adaptations are sometimes difficult to comprehend, and it is easy to misunderstand the intended meaning of the scenes. In the reliefs depicting, for instance, the nāgarāja Kālika, who emerged from the River Nairāñjanā to praise the Bodhisatva proceeding to the place of enlightenment, the nāga is shown standing inside a well that is characterised by means of a lion-head fountain clearly reflecting models from the Mediterranean world (Figure 1).1

![Figure 1. Gandhara, Sikri, Lahore Museum, no. 1277, G-6 © photograph Muhammad Hameed.](image)

The artisans of Andhra, ancient Andhradesa, which also had strong trade relations with Rome,2 do not confront us with rote or unthinking adaptations of Mediterranean motifs. The reason for this might be the fact that the Buddhist art of Andhra is older than Gandhara. Its earliest production is contemporary with the art of Bharhut, and was already extant around 100 BCE. The artists’ workshops of the developed Andhra art, after 100 CE, were much more “experienced” and could rely on generations

---

1 Cf. (Zin 2018a) for comparison of representations of this episode in Gandhara and Andhra.
2 For an overview of the research see, e.g., (Begley and De Puma 1991); (Cimino 1994) and from the newest research (Evers 2017).
of prior artworks; foreign models were not needed. This does not mean, however, that they foreswore the Western models completely. In fact, the opposite is true. The art of Andhra is, to a great extent, “westernised”. The borrowed models were, however, not adopted as part of the initial creation of the representations, but were instead used to refine already-existing models. This may have been done to make the models appear more modern or to follow trends, or may have served as a method of better presenting the religious material.

An image often depicted in Indian art featured the Bodhisatva arriving in the form of an elephant and entering into the body of Māyā. This image can be traced from the earliest period of Bharhut up to the Gupta period where it appeared in Sarnath and Ajanta. The artisans were confronted with a doctrinal problem. The Bodhisatva should have entered the body of his mother from the right side (the side from which he was born); however, as a modest woman, Māyā would have slept on her right side, i.e., with her left side towards the approaching elephant. This issue must have inhibited the establishment of a fixed iconography to be used for this event, as Māyā is shown lying on her right side, or on her left side, and occasionally even with her back towards the viewer (Quagliotti 2009).

It appears that in Andhra, the sleeping Māyā was depicted several times using a Western pictorial model (Zin 2015). The prototype for this model is a representation of the sleeping Ariadne, an illustration of a narrative that was popular in Rome and very often represented among others on small objects which could easily be taken on a maritime journey. The myth narrates the story of Ariadne, who was left alone by Theseus on the island of Naxos. Deserted and in despair, Ariadne falls asleep to be found by the pageant of Dionysus, whom she will eventually marry. Ariadne is shown sleeping on a rock covered with an animal pelt. A convention in Mediterranean art dictated that sleeping figures were to be shown with their arms above their heads; this first appears centuries earlier in Greece (McNally 1985), perhaps to differentiate them from the dead. Several reliefs from Amaravati, like the oft-published stele located in The British Museum (Figure 2), repeat this model of the sleeping Ariadne as a representation of Māyā. This is evident not only because she is lying with her arms above her head, but also because the object she is lying on is not a bed, but rather a stone formation, covered with an animal pelt with distinctively executed paws. Several reliefs have been preserved, and we are able to determine that such representations of the sleeping figure of Māyā appear in Amaravati in the 1st century CE, and disappear again after one or two generations when the artisans return to the “Indian prototype” featuring the more modest figure of Māyā lying on a bed.

At this point, a considerable difference between Gandhara and Andhra becomes obvious. In Gandhara, the well equipped with the lion-head fountain was necessary to illustrate a water reservoir and to illustrate the Buddha crossing the Nairañjana River. Apparently without it, the representation of this episode from the Buddha’s life would have been difficult if not impossible. In the present case, artists already had an existing motif, and the borrowed model was used as a modification. The question is—to what purpose? Unfortunately, there is no satisfying answer to this question. It is possible that this was done in order to avoid the doctrinal controversy mentioned earlier. The figure of Māyā as depicted in Ariadne’s model is not really lying on either side. However, it might also have been done to keep up-to-date with the latest trends in art from abroad, or for aesthetic reasons, in order to create a pretty scene for the viewer.

---

3 See, e.g., studies by (Stone 2005, 2008b, 2016).
4 Cf. (Schlingloff 2000, 2013), no. 64(2) for literary sources and list of the pictorial representations in South and Central Asia.
5 Buddhist literature calls the position on the left body side “position of sensuous people” (kīmabhogīsēyyā). Proper is the “lion position” (sihaseyyā), which is also the position of the Buddha lying down, see (Quagliotti 2009, pp. 373–76) with references. Cf. (Hairman 2012) for the corresponding vinaya precepts.
7 illus., e.g., in (Knox 1992, p. 121, no. 61).
At this point, a considerable difference between Gandhara and Andhra becomes obvious. In Gandhara, the well equipped with the lion-head fountain was necessary to illustrate a water reservoir and to illustrate the Buddha crossing the Nairañjanā River. Apparently without it, the representation of this episode from the Buddha’s life would have been difficult if not impossible. In the present case, artists already had an existing motif, and the borrowed model was used as a modification. The question is—to what purpose? Unfortunately, there is no satisfying answer to this question. It is possible that this was done in order to avoid the doctrinal controversy mentioned earlier. The figure of Māyā as depicted in Ariadne’s model is not really lying on either side. However, it might also have been done to keep up-to-date with the latest trends in art from abroad, or for aesthetic reasons, in order to create a pretty scene for the viewer.

Two further examples serve as evidence that any of these possibilities might be correct. In Kanaganahalli, the reliefs of the dharma-cakra display a lion’s head in the hub of the wheel. This is certainly an adaptation of an image in use in Rome; there, carriage wheels were often decorated in this manner. In the Buddhist context, however, these same representations take on an additional religious meaning as the dharma-cakra symbolise Buddha’s sermons and the Buddha was well-known for preaching with the voice of a lion.

“Aphrodite Anadyomene”, the goddess of love who rose from the sea, also found her way to Andhra (Stoye 2006). In many Mediterranean representations Aphrodite/Venus Anadyomene is shown wringing out her hair in a very characteristic gesture, holding wisps of hair on both sides of her head. The goddess reappears in Amaravati, although she is not emerging from the sea; here, she is depicted being bathed in Indian fashion, with servants pouring water over her out of pots (Figure 3). Stoye suggested that this relief is meant to represent Māyā, but this interpretation is questionable. In Andhra, scenes from the Buddha’s life story are always repeated multiple times, and we do not encounter the bathing Māyā again, neither modelled after Anadyomene nor in any other manner of depiction.

---

8 Kanaganahalli, in situ, ASI no. 01; illus. (Aramaki et al. 2011, 63; Poonacha 2011, pl. 81; (Zin 2018b, no. 1(16), pl. 9 (drawing)), for the photograph see also (Zin 2016, fig. 4.2).
10 Illus. (Sivaranamurti 1942, pl. 24.3; Stoye 2006).
The relief is probably not meant to be a "narrative representation" at all, at least in the sense that it illustrates any particular story. The relief was installed on one side of two quadrangular objects which have depictions of *yakṣas* and other non-narrative illustrations on the other sides. The "Venus Anadyomene" appears to have been depicted in Amaravati simply for the sake of her beauty, perhaps in connection with the cult of the *yakṣinis*.

![Image of Relief](https://example.com/image.jpg)

Figure 3. Amaravati, Chennai Government Museum, no. 166 © photograph Wojtek Oczkowski.

The brilliant artists of Andhra applied Western models with obvious pleasure; one gets the impression that they were eager to adopt models from Rome, not only in order to create their own pictorial expression, but also to demonstrate their mastery in working with these Roman models. The depictions of human figures serve as an excellent demonstration of such mastery.

In general, Indian art is disposed towards a depiction of human figures that is not naturalistic. The figures do not usually illustrate particular individuals, but instead are more general visualisations of types, such as "king", "woman", "servant", etc. It is rare that we see depictions of elderly or ugly figures. In Kanaganahalli, we see an individualised depiction of a very young woman with tiny breasts and narrow hips, which is quite unique. It is only in the art of Gandhara and Andhra, with their extensive contact with the classical art of the Mediterranean, that we encounter representations of human figures with visible musculature. In Andhra, these muscular human figures gain popularity around 100 CE.

We can observe, however, that not all artisans created figures with visible musculature. Although such naturalistic representations do exist, the lifelike depiction of the body does not seem to have been the foremost objective for the artists. It appears to be more of a wish to show the figures for their own sake, and to depict their beauty in motion. Among the Amaravati reliefs, there are some masterpieces. Their creators appear to have chosen to pose the figures so that they would be best able to represent the musculature.

---

11 Kanaganahalli, *in situ*, ASI no. 56, illus. (Aramaki et al. 2011, 89; Poonacha 2011, pl. 79; Zin 2018b, no. 1(1), pl. 1 (drawing)).
2. A Masterpiece of Art from Andhra and the Unidentified Narrative It Illustrates

Let us look more closely at one such masterfully executed relief from Amaravati as an example. The relief, part of the coping stone of the great railing, is presented here for the first time as a single entity in a reconstructive drawing (Figure 4) that joins four fragments kept in the Chennai Government Museum (nos. 53, 54, 75 and 124). It is not for the first time that separated pieces of reliefs from Andhra have been completed into a whole (Parimoo 2002; Zin) but this is probably the most important case. For the drawing, photographs from previous, older publications have been used, as some details, especially along the edges of the fragments, have since been lost to us. We can be certain of the order and positioning of the three fragments along the lower edge (Chennai, no. 124 on the left, no. 54 in the middle and no. 75 on the right); there is a stone sediment line running through all three pieces that confirms their placement, although the distance between the fragments might have varied slightly.

The additional fragment of the coping stone (Chennai, no. 53) appears to represent the same youth in front of a stone formation. To the right, we see part of another scene: an archer, in the act of shooting. It is not possible to reconstruct a point-to-point connection of this piece to the rest of the relief, although it is nearly certain that the fragment is indeed part of the same relief, as evidenced by the inscription. Its aksaras are identical with the script on two of the other fragments. The inscription is on one line above the upper ornamental pattern. If we read it together with the fragment featuring the archer it goes thus:

\[
\text{rano sirisivamakasadasa ♦ pāniyagharikashe ? /// mahāgovalabālikaya ♦ [n]. /// (ka)ya ♦ sak(u)ḷīgāya ♦ mahācetieyे "utarāyāke ♦ "unisa dānā}^{16}
\]

The script references the donation of the coping stone (unisa) by the superintendent of the water house (pāniyagharika) of King Siri Sivamakasada and the daughter of a royal official in charge of cattle (mahāgovala, Skt. mahāgovalabha). From the inscription, we also learn that the relief was located in the vicinity of the northern entrance (utarāyake) to the great stūpa. The reference to King Sada, named in the inscription, allows us to date the relief quite early, probably to the 2nd century CE if not earlier.

The unconnected fragments of the relief have been separately explained. The smallest fragment was among the unidentified elements (Sivaramamurti 1942, p. 246), while three others have been explained on the basis of three different narratives. The left side was thought to be the story of Kavikumāra identified by Sivaramamurti (1942, pp. 215–16) as an illustration of the narrative re-told in the Bodhisattvāvatānkalpaṭa {66,^{17} the middle was thought to be a depiction of the Pali Mahāpadumā-jātaka{18} (identif.: ibid., pp. 220–22) and the right side was explained on the basis of the Mihilamukha-jātaka{19} (identif.: ibid., pp. 218–19).

---

13 Chennai Government Museum, no. 54, illus. (Burgess 1887, pl. 27.3; Sivaramamurti 1942, pl. 49.2).
14 Chennai Government Museum, no. 75, illus. (Burgess 1887, pl. 27.2; Bachhofer 1929, pl. 122.2; Sivaramamurti 1942, pl. 51.1).
15 Chennai Government Museum, no. 124, illus. (Burgess 1887, pl. 27.1; Sivaramamurti 1942, pl. 48.2; Stern and Bénesi 1961, pl. 24a).
16 New reading of the inscriptions put together, explanation, commentary and references to previous research in the online corpus of the Early Inscriptions of Andhradesa, EIAD No. 302. I would like to express my greatest gratitude to Prof. Arlo Griffths and Prof. Vincent Tournier from the EIAD project for their help and ongoing cooperation.
17 Bodhisattvāvatānkalpaṭa 66, ed. vol. 2, 421–427; transl. (Asplund 2013, pp. 187–231); cf. ibid. for the detailed analysis of the narratives of Kavikumāra; the story appears among others in the Kalpadrumāvadānamālā 26 (synoptic ed. of the manuscripts and Bodhisattvāvatānkalpaṭa in Asplund, 104–149; Mālasarvāstivādināya preserved in Tibetan ed. (Peking edition) vol. 42, 114,3,4; ed. in Asplund, 31–44, transl. (Rockhill 1897); transl. (Schiefner 1906, pp. 273–78) (“The fulfilled prophesy”); transl. Asplund, 45–54; Chinese: Taisho no. 1450, ed. vol. 24, 195b22–197a6, French transl. in (Chavannes 1910–1934, vol. 2, no. 385, 403–411); the manuscript fragments of a text in Sanskrit have been found, they can be dated to the 6th century (cf. Asplund, 6).
Figure 4. Reconstructive drawing of four fragments of a coping stone, Amaravati, Chennai Government Museum, nos. 53, 54, 75 and 124 © Monika Zin. (a) Chennai Government Museum, no. 124. (b) Chennai Government Museum, no. 53. (c) Chennai Government Museum, no. 54 (d) Chennai Government Museum, no. 75.
When we group the fragments into a single representation, the explanation of the narrative content of the right fragment as the *Mihilamukha-jātaka*—an explanation that is problematic in itself—can safely be ignored. The *Mihilamukha-jātaka* is a narrative about an elephant who became aggressive after overhearing a conversation between unsavoury characters and became sweet-tempered again after overhearing a conversation between good people.

The elephant in this relief is shown in motion (Figure 5), and the main character of the depiction appears to be a youth with a tiny bun at the back of his head, clad only in a loincloth. The youth is jumping at the face of the elephant with a stick in his right hand (an *aṅkusa* hook is not present in the depiction). The same youth appears again in the scene on the right, inside the city, conversing with the king (Figure 6) and certainly plays the main role in both other fragments of our relief.

The explanation of the left part of our relief on the coping stone (Chennai no. 124) as the narrative of Kavikumāra is convincing, as the relief does indeed illustrate two of the adventures of Kavikumāra, a youth who escaped from his pursuers. It shows how Kavikumāra was carried away disguised as a corpse (Figure 7), and another time when he was saved by a dyer who carried him off along with cloth (Figure 8). The narrative, as told in the *Mūlasarvāstivādavinaya* (repeated in the *Bodhisattvāvadānakalpalata*) tells the story corresponding in nearly all details with our relief:

... he came to the house of an old woman who hid him away. From thence, after his body had been anointed with oil of mustard and sesame, and laid upon a bier as if had been a corpse, he was carried out to the cemetery and deposited there (...).

The youth reached a hill-town, entered into the house of a dyer, and told him his story. So when his pursuers began to search the town, the dyer placed the youth in a clothes chest, which he set upon an ass, and took him out of the town to a bath-house, where he left him (Schiefner 1906, p. 275)

The Kavikumāra narrative was apparently depicted in a relief in Nagarjunakonda, too (Figure 9); the upper register of the slab shows mounted pursuers approaching the house with the corpse, the lower register shows the youth chased by the riders across the rocky landscape.

There are good reasons to connect the lower middle fragment of the copingstone (Figure 10) with the *Mahāpaduma-jātaka*. These ancient verses tell of a nāga king who caught the youth as he fell from the rocky cliff (Mahāpaduma narrates):

“A Serpent mighty, full of force, born on that mountain land,
Caught me within his coils; and so here safe from death I stand.”

(*Jātaka*, transl. vol. 4, p. 121)

Our relief does indeed show nāgas emerging from a pond and stretching their arms up as if to catch someone. This representation is also repeated in Nagarjunakonda (Figure 11) where the youth, falling into the abyss, and being saved by the nāgas, is easy to discern.

20 illus. ((Stone 1994, fig. 224 (upper register)); Rama 1995, pl. 7 (upper register)); the relief is explained in the exposition as “Siddhartha Sees a Corps”
21 identif.: (Longhurst 1938, 51–53; illus. ibid., pl. 45b; Rama 1995, pl. 41).
Figure 5. Part of relief no. 75 in Chennai Government Museum © photograph Wojtek Oczkowski.

Figure 6. Part of relief no. 75 in Chennai Government Museum © photograph Wojtek Oczkowski.
BCE, and are continuously present through the ages (Koch 1965). Persons depicted in such a manner add a level of dynamism to the depictions. Even though other examples are known, they appear mostly in vibrant scenes depicting activities such as dancing or fighting. The artists manifest their skills by means of such depictions, while generally limiting their inclusion in scenes to one or two such figures per representation. When an ensemble of three figures is depicted, such as the three dancing Graces or three smithing Cyclopes, only one of the figures is shown from behind. This is not the case in our relief. Of the groups of three—three men on a side of the bed (Figure 12) and three nāgas emerging from the pond (Figure 10)—two of the three are depicted in this rear-facing view. The youth released from the bale of cloth is turning towards the dyer (Figure 8), and while climbing up the tree (Figure 10) and jumping at the elephant's face (Figure 5), he is also turned so that we see his back. Altogether, the preserved part of the relief depicts no less than 13 figures shown from behind. A 14th "Rückenfigur" from the back side of the right fragment (Figure 14)—which was certainly executed by the same hand—can be added to our total count. The man is pulling a garland out of the mouth of an incredibly well-executed dwarf.

When faced with the numerous depictions of figures shown from the back, one gets the feeling that the artist rejoiced at any chance available to depict the muscular men's backs; we might even begin to wonder whether the artist chose the subject of flight simply in order to demonstrate his skills. The model for the depictions of the persons may be Western, but the perfection of the artists in using it along with its specific application in visualizing the particular narrative is Indian.

Figure 7. Part of relief no. 124 in Chennai Government Museum © photograph Wojtek Oczkowski.

Figure 8. Part of relief no. 124 in Chennai Government Museum © photograph Wojtek Oczkowski.
Figure 9. Nagarjunakonda, Archaeological Site Museum, no. 28 © photograph Wojtek Oczkowski with kind permission of ASI.

Figure 10. Amaravati, Chennai Government Museum, no. 54 © photograph Monika Zin.
This, however, marks the end of the similarities between the fragment and the text of the *Mahāpaduma-jātaka*. The scene on the right in Figure 10 and the lower register of Figure 11, in which a nāga couple and the youth worship an ascetic in the forest does not appear in the *Mahāpaduma-jātaka*. The same is true for the upper part of Figure 10, featuring the same youth climbing up a tree to escape from a dog. Interestingly, however, this last storyline including dogs and a tree is part of the narrative of Kavikumāra:

The Yakṣa Pingala was sitting at a certain spot surrounded by his dogs (…). So he set the dogs on the youth. But the youth outstripped them and climbed up the tree (Schiefner 1906, pp. 276–77)

Further episodes depicted on our Amaravati relief (Figure 4) have counterparts neither in the *Mahāpaduma-jātaka* nor in the narrative of Kavikumāra. An important part of the representation is certainly taken up by a male figure lying on a bed to the left of the city gate. The bed (its spherical legs are visible in the middle and right fragments) (Figures 4 and 5) is located at the side of a lotus pond. We see three men standing (Figure 12)—the middle one is holding a round object in front of his chest—who seem to be arguing over the figure of the lying man, or perhaps, are arguing with
him. There is no satisfactory explanation for this scene. The same is true for the scene featuring the elephant, Figure 5) the ugly dwarves and the scene with the archer. The conversation with the king on the right side of the relief (Figure 6) does not match any of the sources: Mahāpaduma becomes a hermit, and his father visits him in the forest; Kavikumāra reaches the king while disguised as a woman and kills him.

Figure 12. Part of relief no. 75 in Chennai Government Museum © photograph Wojtek Oczkowski.

The literary basis that provided the material illustrated in the relief has been lost. This fact is no surprise to us (Zin 2012, 2016); the inscriptions provide us with the name of the Buddhist school in whose monasteries these narrative reliefs appeared: it was the school of the Mahāvināśāilas or Aparamahāvināśāilas. The scripture of the school has not survived the ages.

Furthermore, of our relief featuring the youth in flight, we can state that the literary basis has been lost, as there is no existing narrative that describes all of the episodes. Only a few adventures of the youth on the run have survived in the narratives of Kavikumāra and Mahāpaduma.

Since nothing certain can be said about the identification of the narrative, let us concentrate first on the masterful representation itself, and look closer at the composition of the entire piece as well as the representations of the human figures.

---

22 The youth standing up on his own to the stampeding elephant brings to mind an episode from the theatre play Avināra; in this play, the prince disguised as an outcast rescues the princess from the attack of a furious elephant, cf. (Woolner and Sarup 1930–1931, II, 66–67).

23 As recently shown by Tournier () the name of this school is evidenced also at Kanaganahalli; it appears that the Mahāvināśāilas were especially interested in pictorial representations of the narratives.

24 The narratives illustrated in Andhra correspond with the “northern” textual tradition rather than with the Pali, and contain episodes such as the presentation of the new-born Siddhārtha to the yakṣa Śākyavardhana familiar from the Mūlasarvāstivāda tradition and represented in Central Asia; characteristic are four (not the usual three) daughters of Māra, a very rare feature known today only from a Chinese translation of an old Lalitavistara, Taisho no. 186, cf. (Zin 2018b, pp. 30, 76).
In our relief, on the coping stone (Figure 4), direct adaptations of a particular Western iconography (as in the case of Māya modelled on Ariadne) cannot be found. The art of the Mediterranean rarely depicts flight; when it does, the elements of the depictions featuring men running or climbing a tree might look similar, but it is hardly possible to depict the act of flight differently (for comparison, we can look to the paintings showing the flight of Odysseus from the cannibal Laistrygones).\textsuperscript{25} It remains to be seen whether other aspects of Western artistic traditions were incorporated into this relief in a more subtle way.

The order of the events depicted in the relief cannot be established with certainty. The scenes appear to be arranged according to the spatial principle (Schlingloff 1987, pp. 227–80). The area representing the village is visible on the left side of the relief, the area representing the wilderness is in the middle, and the city can be seen on the right. The scenes placed in the three areas are, therefore, not necessarily required to be in any chronological order, although it does seem that the narrative proceeds from left to right and ends with the conversation with the king.

The relief might display some Western influences, but it is filled with Indian realities—note the particular containers on the lower left edge (Figure 13), which are certainly meant to characterise the dyer’s workshop. One can also note the clichés which make the image legible to the viewer; the pursuers are on horses and wear turbans, while the youth’s helpers do not. These are good people with little or no money.

In this relief, animals and humans are depicted in motion, or at the very least, are depicted as active, gesticulating figures. The depictions of human bodies are anatomically correct, with visible musculature. The representations of people turned away from us, with their back to the viewer, are especially striking. These poses place the figures in interesting positions that are difficult to depict. Here, the undeniable influences from the West become visible.

The representations of persons shown from the rear (in art history, these are labelled with the German term “Rückenfigur”) first appear in the Mediterranean World, beginning in the 6th century BCE, and are continuously present through the ages (Koch 1965). Persons depicted in such a manner add a level of dynamism to the depictions. Even though other examples are known, they appear mostly in vibrant scenes depicting activities such as dancing or fighting. The artists manifest their skills by means of such depictions, while generally limiting their inclusion in scenes to one or two such figures per representation. When an ensemble of three figures is depicted, such as the three dancing Graces or three smithing Cyclopes, only one of the figures is shown from behind.

This is not the case in our relief. Of the groups of three—three men on a side of the bed (Figure 12) and three nāgas emerging from the pond (Figure 10)—two of the three are depicted in this rear-facing view. The youth released from the bale of cloth is turning towards the dyer (Figure 8), and while climbing up the tree (Figure 10) and jumping at the elephant’s face (Figure 5), he is also turned so that we see his back. Altogether, the preserved part of the relief depicts no less than 13 figures shown from behind. A 14th “Rückenfigur” from the back side of the right fragment (Figure 14)\textsuperscript{26}—which was certainly executed by the same hand—can be added to our total count. The man is pulling a garland out of the mouth of an incredibly well-executed dwarf.

When faced with the numerous depictions of figures shown from the back, one gets the feeling that the artist rejoiced at any chance available to depict the muscular men’s backs; we might even begin to wonder whether the artist chose the subject of flight simply in order to demonstrate his skills. The model for the depictions of the persons may be Western, but the perfection of the artists in using it along with its specific application in visualizing the particular narrative is Indian.

\textsuperscript{25} Cf. LIMC, vol. 6.1, 187–188; illus. vol. 6.2, 88–89.
\textsuperscript{26} illus. ((Burgess 1887, pl. 49.1 (drawing)); Sivaramamurti 1942, pl. 51.2).
3. The Lost Narrative in the Relief and Its Importance for the Narrative Motifs of Mankind

At this junction, we can return to the depicted narrative for which the exact literary basis remains unknown, a narrative for which only singular motifs in different literary sources have survived into the present day. The relief definitely depicts a narrative about a youth who is being pursued. The reason for this pursuit is not represented. In the *Mahāpaduma-jātaka* it is the king who sent out the pursuers. In this narrative, the king’s wife accused the youth (the king’s son from a prior marriage) of sexual harassment (“Potiphar motif” in the study of mythology). Kavikumāra is the younger prince, living in disguise in a fishermen’s village. It was prophesied that he was going to kill the king and become the king himself; those in pursuit of him were sent by his older brother (“Schicksalskind” motif).27

Even if we are not able to identify the exact narrative, we can be certain that the story depicted in the relief belongs to the topics that were widespread in the literature of mankind; here, we find a narrative of a “child of destiny” able to escape from all attempts on his life in order to fulfil his fate. Such narratives are often connected with prophesies about the boy’s splendid future (in many cases, he is to become king). The child’s destiny is realised in the end, even if the child is initially neglected or abandoned and is made to face numerous threats or trials. These stories often feature attempts to murder the child (motif “Gang zum Eisenhammer”, Aarne and Thompson 1961, no. 910) and a motif of a letter which is in the boy’s possession, carrying a message of his persecution (motif “Uriasbrief”, Aarne and Thompson, no. 930). The boy in this narrative is able to survive all of the perils he faces due to assistance from people and animals he meets along the way.

The origin of these widespread motifs cannot be traced back to a singular source, but, as demonstrated as early as 1870 by Weber and later in more detail by Schick (1912), the developed motif—featuring prophesies about the youth’s destiny, figures who attempt to expose him and attempts to murder the boy—appears first in Indian narratives, and can only later be traced through numerous Arabic and European sources, including the narrative of Hamlet. The Indian sources the German scholars list date in part to a quite early period. The oldest of these sources is a *jātaka* preserved in a Chinese translation from the 3rd century,28 and the story of Ghosaka in the *Dhammapadaṭṭakathā* in the 5th century. Other texts, like the Jaina *Kathaśakṣa* (transl.: 172) and *Campakaśṭhikathānaka* (cf. Weber 1883; Hertel 1911) or the Vaiṣṇava *Jaiminibhāratā* (German transl. in Weber 1870), came much later but may, of course, contain repetitions of narratives from much earlier times.
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The origin of these widespread motifs cannot be traced back to a singular source, but, as demonstrated as early as 1870 by Weber and later in more detail by Schick (1912), the developed motif—featuring prophesies about the youth’s destiny, figures who attempt to expose him and attempts to murder the boy—appears first in Indian narratives, and can only later be traced through numerous Arabic and European sources, including the narrative of Hamlet. The Indian sources the German scholars list date in part to a quite early period. The oldest of these sources is a jātaka preserved in a Chinese translation from the 3rd century, and the story of Ghosaka in the Dhammapadatthakathā in the 5th century. Other texts, like the Jainā Kathākośa (transl.: 172) and Campakāśreṣṭhikathānaka (cf. Weber 1883; Hertel 1911) or the Vaiṣṇava Jaiminibhārata (German transl. in Weber 1870), came much later but may, of course, contain repetitions of narratives from much earlier sources. None of the known narratives corresponds well with our relief; the Mahāpaduma-jātaka and the narrative of Kavikumāra are much closer. Research shows, however, that many narratives of this sort were circulating in India. The sources are partially old (the gāthās of the Mahāpaduma-jātaka); as was shown above, the literary sources which have survived the ages contain only some parts of the illustrated story. The fact is that the evidence for the entire narrative is not these text sources, but instead, our Amaravati relief, which dates from the 2nd century or perhaps even earlier, is a masterpiece of Andhra art, most probably illustrating a lost literary tradition, likely from some scripture of the Mahāvinaśaīla School.

This is an important conclusion—it shifts the earliest dating of this literary topic further back than previously thought, and connects it undeniably with India. The same can be said of the world-famous parable featuring the “Man in the Well” (Zin 2011). The earliest preserved references to this parable are its representations in Andhra (Figure 15). The parable, a moral tale about a man for whom some drops of honey made him forget the misery of his condition, were incorporated in illustrations of a now-lost narrative of a king converted by a monk apparently by means of this story. Indian literary versions of the parable, which were carried all over the world through the Pāñcatantra and the Balraam and Josaphat, all date later than the depiction at Andhra.

---

30 identif.: (Vogel 1937; illus. ibid. pl. 34a; Longhurst 1938, pl. 31b; Stone 1994, pl. 64; cf. Zin 2011).
It was certainly an exaggeration when Theodor Benfey (1809–1881), the pioneer of comparative fairy-tale research, called India the “Heimat aller Märchen” [homeland of all fairy tales]. Yet, the relief under discussion illustrating the narrative of a youth who escaped from his pursuers, as well as other, better-known examples of ubiquitous narratives first depicted in India like the “Man in the Well”, show why Benfey reached his assessment of the crucial role of India.

The most important aspect of our relief (Figure 4) is, therefore, that it provides evidence of a reciprocal exchange between Andhra and the Mediterranean. We are confronted with narrative motifs that originated in India and spread to the West; their earliest references are the pictorial representations in Andhra—which have in turn been executed including substantial influences from the art of the West.

The artists of ancient Andhradesa who created the earliest visual representations of a number of narratives that in later times spread over large parts of Eurasia were certainly on a par with their Greek and Roman colleagues—by no means depending on foreign input, but consciously selecting those elements suitable for inclusion and using them confidently to perfect their compositions and show off their technical and aesthetic abilities. Moreover, their creations in several cases illustrated narratives that to the best of our knowledge were developed in India and spread over large parts of the old world.
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